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New World Press Pub. Date:. grasslands have a lion mother. Lion lioness asked: Mom. where
success? Lioness said: Success in your tail So. constantly chasing its tail running a small lion. but
not always bite. lioness said: Fool ! success is not so obtained. as long as you head forward. success
would have been following along with you! Life is like a song. tone ups and downs. melodic
cadence; life like a book. filled with ups and downs. a record hi angry dirge; Life is like a game of
chess. full of danger. and Sabian opportunities; life is like a road. a bumpy mountain heavy water.
but also the easy way out; life is like a river. sometimes nine ileum. and sometimes blew out .
Although the long road of life. but often only at the critical paragraphs. especially when people
young. . Succeed or fail. Ye Hao happiness. freedom that be hard to fight every day to win. this
qualified to enjoy it. Contents: one. in fact. the success of self-confidence to...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful for all class of folks. I really could comprehended almost everything using this written e publication. You will not feel monotony at at any
time of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Pr of. Melyna Dooley V
Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of. Rick Roma g uer a
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